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KC - A Kinetic Computer Code for Investigation of Parametric Plasma Instabilities

V. Olshansky1)

ABSTRACT: In the frame of a joint research program of the Institute of Plasma Physics of the
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology" (KhlPT), Ukraine, and
the plasma physics group of the Austrian Research Center of Seibersdorf (JFZS) a kinetic
computer code with the acronym KC for investigation of parametric plasma insabilities has been
implemented at the computer facilities of FZS as a starting point for further research in this field.
This code based on a macroparticle technique is appropriate for studying the evolution of
instabilities in a turbulent plasma including saturation. The results can be of interest for heating of
tokamaks of the next generation, i.g. ITER. The present report describes the underlying physical
models and numerical methods as well as the code structure and how to use the code as a
reference of forthcoming joint papers.

KURZFASSUNG: Im Rahmen eines gemeinsamen Forschungsprogrammes des Institutes für
Plasmaphysik des Nationalen Forschungszentrums für Physik und Technologie Kharkov (KhiPT),
Ukraine, und der Plasmaphysikgruppe des Österreichischen Forschungszetrum Seibersdorf (FZS)
wurde ein Computercode mit dem Akronym KC zum Studium von parametrischen Instabilitäten
auf der EDV-Anlage des FZS implementiert. Dieses Computerprogramm, das auf der
Makropartikeltechnik basiert, ist zum Studium von Instabilitäten bis in den nichtlinearen Bereich,
einschließlich Sättigung, geeignet. Die Problematik ist für die Tokamaks der nächsten Generation,
z.B. Iter, von Interesse. Der vorliegende Report beschreibt die zugrundeliegenden physikalischen
Modelle und numerischen Methoden sowie Codestruktur und Eingabe- bzw. Ausgabeprozeduren.
Er dient als Referenz für zu publizierende Untersuchungsergebnisse.

Schlüsselworte: plasma dynamics, parametric instabilities, plasma turbulence, plasma heating,
macroparticles

1) Dr. V. Olshansky, Institute of Plasma Physics of the National Science Center of Physics and
Technology Kharkov, Ukraine



1. Introduction.
The kinetic code KC has been written for studying nonlinear stages of

parametric instabilities in collisionless plasmas immersed in a magnetic field arrising
under the action of an alternating external pumping field Eo • cos(co0f + y) with a

plasma frequency in the order of the ion cyclotron frequency. The appearance of such
instabilities and turbulence phenomena as a result of these instabilies are widespread
natural phenomena. Analysis of the experimental situations with respect to the RF
plasma heating shows that turbulent heating can play a significant role in many cases.
In particular, the whole set of parametric instabilities was observed at very moderate
values of power introduced into the plasma in the experiments in ICRF heating with
fast magnetosonic waves in tokamaks [1] and stellarators [2]. But many phenomena
accompanying their development remain not yet satisfactory understood. This kinetic
code allows to study nonlinear dynamics of parametric instabilities, to find the
saturation level of the electric field density, the growth rate of the temperatures, to
obtain unstable oscillation spectra, to perform analysis of the particle trajectories in
phase space and to investigate the evolution of distribution functions of the particles.
On the base of the results obtained for various parameters it is possible to find the
limits of applicability of the existing theory of parametric turbulence of plasma [4-6].
The numerical method used in the KC code is based on the model of macroparticles
[3].

2. Problem definition and basic equations

We consider fully ionized plasmas in a steady uniform magnetic field Bo. The

plasma consists of electrons and ions and it is under the action of an external
alternating pumping field Eo • cos(co0f + \ | /). It is supposed that the time of the

development of the instability is much less than the collision time of the particles:v

Therefore the collisionless plama model is used. It supposed also that the kinetic \
plasma pressure is less than the magnetic field pressure and that the ion velocity is
much less than the Alfven velocity. Thus the oscillating field is derived from a

potential.
The magnetic field is strong enough to satisfy coCe > cope and therefore electron

cyclotron gyration can be neglacted. Electrons move along the magnetic field Bo

directed along X - axis. The ions move both in the magnetic field direction and in

transverse direction. Their cyclotron gyration are taken into account.

Under this assumptions we have the system of the equations of our plasma

model.



dt BΓ me dv

E = -grady,

a=e,i

This system of Vlasov-Poissin's equations is solved in the rectangulare region
Lx x Ly with periodic conditions for the distribution functions fa and for the potential

(p .

The initial distribution functions of the particles are uniform in space and are

Maxwellian with a shift or sin-perturbation in the velocity space.

fa(r,v,O) = —%— exp
(v-vo-vssinkr)

2v2

Ta

3. The numerical model

3.1 The macroparticles technique description.

In correspondence with the approach used in macroparticle method [3],
the charged particles moving in the rectangular region Lx x Ly have the finite size and

are characterized by the formfactor Ra{r,r') = Ra{r- ?') = Ra{r' -f) satisfying the

condition JRa(r,r')dr = 1, where r represents the coordinates of the macroparticle

center.The velocity of the macroparticle is denoted by Va(t) .

Let us introduce the function that defines the density of the centers of the

charged macroparticles in phase space

(3-D
n=1

where Vo is the volume occupied by the macroparticles in phase space; Na is the

number of the macroparticles ( J d?dvnc

a {r,v,t) = ria ).

The density at any point of phase space can be represented by means of the kernal Ra

as follows

a ( U W a n (3.2)
n=1



The particles motion in the selfconsistent electric field E and in the uniform
steady magnetic field Bo is found from the equations system

1122. = w

dt an>

divE =
a=e,i a=ej n=1

(3.3)

Introducing the microscopic electric field acting on the macroparticle

the equations of the electron and ion motion can be written as follows

'an _

dt
dvei

= v,an'

dt

dvln

-E{m),

= £-\E]")+E0-cos((o0t + - ![>„ x fl0

(3.4)

As one can see from these equations, in a steady uniform magnetic field the magnetic
part of the Lorentz force is the same as for particles described by points. At the same
time the electric component of the Lorentz force depends on the geometry of the
macroparticle.

The last equation of the system (3.3) for the microscopic field can be
represented in the form

dl
(3.5)

an a=ej n=1 a=e,i

The equations (3.4-3.5) represented above together with the initial values of
(0) and ^ ( 0 ) define the numerical model of plasma in the uniform steady magnetic

field Bo .



The microscopic density na{T,v,t) of the macroparticles can be described by an

equation similar to the Klimontovich equation [7], for example for ions

n=1

from which the Vlasov's equation for the finite size particles are obtained by averaging
over initial conditions

df, _3/j e, IV 1r- 5 i\ dfi

The strict mathematical proof of the asymptotic convergency of the
macroparticle method to the Vlasov's equation solution over the particles number N
was done by Arsen'ev [8].

3,2 Difference equations.

Let us introduce the dimensionless variables

r -» r / rD e , t -»<ap e t , v - » i ? / ^ r e , co - * co/cope, E - » , q> -> ap/Toe,

and denote q = cope/toCe ,where the notations r^, co^, v7a, nOa, TOa, eo, ma are used

for the Debye radius, the plasma frequency, the thermal velocity, the number dencity,

the temperature, the charge and the mass of particles species oc=e.i respectively. Using

these new variables one may write the equations of macroparticles motion

L22- —
dt

= v.a/I'

dv in _ M

dt



where ex is the unit vector directed along X - axis, n is the number of the
macroparticles. The potential of the selfconsistent electric field E = -grackp satisfies
the equation

~
Oe

The solution of the system of equations can be obtained by means of the
following algorithm. We introduce the space and the time grid in the region under
consideration and organize the cyclic procedure:
- determining of the charge density at the grid points;
- the solution of the Poisson's equation;
- the numerical differentiation of the potential for obtaining value of

the electric field;
- the integration of the motion equations for one step.

The space grid is introduced in the following way. The region of the solution is
splitted into the cells by the vertical lines xk=k-hx- hx/2, k=0.1,... ,NX and by the
horizontal lines y,=l-hy- hy/2 , 1=0,1,... ,Ny . Here Nx is the number of cells along
the X - axis, Ny is the number of cells along the Y - axis, and hx = Lx/Nx, hy = Ly/Ny

are the grid steps in the directions X and Y. The centers of the cells determine the grid
in the considered region LxxLy . Values of the charge density pkl of the potential cpw

and components Exkl ,Eyk, of the electric field are defined on this grid. The form

factor is chosen in the form of the stepped pyramid G(r) that approximates the

Gaussian "cloud" R(x,y,o) = r-exp(-r2/2a2) and has a square base with the side-
2rco"

length a. The height of the pyramid step is given by the marries G/tj = g, • g} , where

{gr,}̂  is the vector which components are determined by the condition of the moment
equality for the function /= ,— exp(-x2/2o2) and /, =\ ' '. LH - A G r\ i i 1 JQ )in the other case

Then the contribution of the particle charge WkJ at the grid point is defined by
the expression WkJ = ea^JS'k'

l
J • G/y, where S^ is the area of the step i,j belonging to

the cell k.l, ea is the charge of the particle and the summation is performed for all step

belonging to the cell. The charge density in the center of the cell is found by the

summation over all particles contributing to this cell by means of the formula

n=1



where W™ is the contribution of the n-th particle of the a species. To solve the

Poisson's equation the 5-point approximation is used for the Laplace's opererator

for the X - axis and analogues exprission for the Y - axis. The fast direct method
known as the algorithm FACR [3] is used to solve the Poisson's equation.

The electric field at the grid points is found by numerical differentiation of the
obtained potential. Two schemes of the difference approximation of the operator V
have been used. In the first one the operator is represented by the two point-difference-
scheme of second order of accuracy

In the second case the operator V is approximated by the six points at the nine point
pattern

1
xkJ = 2 /T

1

1 [ 1 / x 3. , 1 , .1
~-w = ^ H ^fo/t+v+i -<P*+v-i)+ 7 ( ^ + 1 -«Pw-O+^^/f-v+i -<P*-v-i)2/7J8 4 8 J

To integrate the equations of motion the "leap-frog" scheme centered with respect to

the time is used



v
aDX vanx _

m,

m,
•pk+1 _ -pk
'an 'an _

my

here x is the time step, and the velocity values are given at the half-integer time steps.



4. Description of the program realization.

The kinetic code has been written for the calculating of the evolution of a
plasma which consists of model macroparticles immersed in an electric selfconsistent
field and are in an uniform steady magnetic field under the action of an external
pumping field Eo • cos{(a0t + \jr).

It includes several program modules written on "C" program language. These
modules are the bases for two programs KC and VS. The first one performs the
physical process calculation and saves the results in data base, the second one treats
the results of KC and prepares the text files in order to pass them to a graphic system.
The program KC has the own virtual memory organization and therefore it can be run
even on small computer, for instance on PCs under DOS operation system. Hardware
and system dependt procedures are separated and moved to the low level. That makes
an easy adaptation of the program to the execution environment.

In the program text preprocessor statements were widely used allowing for an
easy modification of the code for various problems by means of the macroparticle
technique.

4.1 General structure of the kinetic code.

The execution scheme of the kinetic code and data files is presented in Fig. 4.1.
The calculation parameters are assigned in the input files kcprm.ini and trace.ini placed
in a working directory. The first run of the program KC is performed by the command
line as follows

KC -start [path]
During the program execution several output files are formed. The file

protocol.rep contains the information about the all execution steps: the used CPU time,
main characteristics of the physical process (the electric field energy dencity, the
average velocities of the particles and their temperatures) and the reason of the
program execution termination. For the given time values the check point files cp.cpt
can be formed. This files can be used in the case if it necessary to repeat the
calculation not from the begining but from a given moment.

Various characteristics of the physical processes are saved in the data base
diagn.dgn. The file diagn.cat is the catalogue of the data base. Furthermore some
average characteristics are saved in the file result.ich which contains physical time,
average dencity of the electric field energy, the components of the average velocity and
temperatures for the all particles species. All these files (excluding protocoLrep) have
binary format depending from computer representation of da:a. Such representation of
data is necessary because of the large quantities of information which are saved in



these files as a rule.
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input files command line

parameter files

kcprm.ini —

trace.ini

vs.vcm

output and update files

»

KC -start (path)

1
kc.exe

1 initial

scratch file
particle.prt

state

current state

kc.exe

KC 1:path)

—»

protocol.rep

cp.cpt

diagn.cat -

diagn.dgn •

result ich

protocol of
KC execution

check point files

catalogue of
data base

data base

general
characteristics

VS (path)

command file

output files for
graphic presentation

Fig 4.1 General scheme of KC execution and data files.

In order to obtain text and then graphic representation of the data it is necessary
to use the program VS. Command line for VS execution looks as

VS [path]
The program VS processes the information contained in the output files of KC (

as it is shown in Fig. 4.1) when VS performs procedures corresponding to the
commands assued by the text "command" file vs.vcm. In this file it is also indicated
what data base records should be processed and for what time values.

4.2 KC structure description.

The program KC consists from several components described below. These
components are separate compilation units which are formed by functional principles.
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Each component has a function prototype file. It is needed for the compilation
checking. Hardware and system depended functions form the "low level" and they are
collected in the files c2fnclib.c and filework.c. Besides the include file c2type.h exists.
In this file the definitions of the constants, the types and the structures used in the
program are given.

c2mon

besta

genl_25 framworl<-diforim fur2tran

c2fnclib

c2main

getprm tmsl_25 puasson four67 trace

filework

Fig 4.2

General structure of the relations between the components of the program are
shown in Fig. 4.2. Below the description of the program components is given.

c2mon
It is the procedure-monitor analysing the command line. It sets the
working directory from the command line parameter. If the parameter
"-start" is used (one should be the first parameter) c2mon calls the
procedure besta for initial state formation, otherwise c2main is called for
the calculation proceeding.

besta
It sets the parameters of the calculation, creates and initialized all the
files. Besta performs initial distribution of memory for macroparticles,
calls the initial state generator genl_25 for the setting of the initial values
of coordinates and velocities of the macroparticles. Afterwards the
charge distribution and potential calculations are performed. Then the
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output characteristics are given.

c2main
After setting of the all parameters, opening of the all existing files and
loading of the particles into the memory c2main performs the main loop
of the calculation.

- checks validity of the exit conditions (reaching of the maximal
physical time or CPU time given in kcprm.ini) and then calls function
for the next steps;
- value of the external electric field calculation for the current value of
time;
- new state of the particles calculation ;
- trace of the probe particles calculation ;
- charge density in the meshpoints calculation ;
- potential calculation;
- electric field calculation ;
- output characteristics formation and saving them in the data base ;
- check point files formation.

Then the loop are repeated.

framwork
It provides the mechanism of virtual memory organization for the
particles coordinates and velocities storage and the procedures for
working with separate portions ("frames") of the macroparticles.

filework
It provides the procedures for working with data base files.

puasson
It is the Poisson's equation solver.

trace
It contains the function for setting the initial values of coordinates and
velocities of the probe particles, the trajectory of which is calculated and
for saving the trajectories in the file trace.trc.

fur2tran



genl_25

getprm

c2fnclib
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It calculates fast two-dimensional Fourier transform of the potential.

It generates initial coordinates and velocities of the macroparticles
corresponding to the initial distribution function.

It performs input of the parameters values from the file kcprm.ini.

It includes auxiliary functions called by other subroutines: random
number generators, the allocation of menory functions, pack and unpack
data functions and so on.

4.3 VS structure description.

The program VS is used for the treatment of the results placed in the data base.
It gives the output of the text files which contain the various functional dependencies
for the following graphic presentation. It has the main procedure vserver that gets the
instructions and their parameters from the "command" file vs.vcm and calls
corresponding procedures for the execution.

General structure of the program VS is presented in Fig. 4.3.
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getprm
I

VSc

\

vyt

jrver

)tcmd

vprincat

vpril 25

vtxeform

vcopyrec

vfur2frm

fur2tran

vfur2tim

vf2tfrq

L—{».

vsearch

vbaseop

c2fnclib

Fig 4.3
The definitions of the constants, the types and the structures of the data that are

used in the program are given in the files c2type.h and vserv.h. The description of the
VS program components follows below.

vgetcmd
It analyses the commands and their parameters that are contained in the
file vs.vcm.

vprincat

vpril_25

It outputs the catalogue of the data base to the file catalog.txe.

It forms the text files result.txe and balance.txe. The file result.txe
contains the time dependencies of the electric field energy density , of
the components of the average velocities and of the temperatures for the
all particles species. The file balance.txe contains energy and impulse
balance.

vtxeform
It forms the output files containing the distribution functions of the
particles, the phase planes or spatial structure of the potential for the
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given time values. The next rules of the file names formation are used.
Further the following denotation are used :

<Ns> - the number of the particles species (1 - electrons, 2 - ions);
<Nx> - the number of the spatial coordinate (1 - X, 2 - Y) ;
<Nv> - the number of the velocity component (1 - Vx, 2 - Vy, 3 - Vz);
TT.TTT - the last two symbols of the file name and three symbol of

the file extention are replaced by the current physical time
value multiplyed on 10(in one tenth pieces).

The structure of the files names is :

potentTT.TTT
fd<Ns>v<Nv>_TT.TTT
fd<Ns>vm_TT.TTT

- the potential;
- a distribution function ;
- a distribution function over module
of velocity ;

p<Ns>xx<Nx 1 ><Nx2>TT.TTT - a phase plane of the coordinate-
coordinate type;

p<Ns>xv<Nx><Nv>TT.TTT - a phase plane of the coordinate-
velocity type;

p<Ns>vv<Nvl><Nv2>TT.TTT - a phase plane of the velocity-velocity
type.

vcopyrec
It performs the copying of the records from input data base to output data
base.

vfur2frm

vfur2tim

It performs the Fourier transform of the potential records and puts them

to output data base.

It forms the time dependency of the spatial Fourier harmonics of the
potential and writes the amplitude values to the file fur2tmod.txe, the
phase values to the file fur2tfaz.txe, the real part to the file fur2tre.txe,
the imaginary part to the file fur2tim.txe.



vsearch

vbaseop
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It searches the data records corresponding to the parameters of the

command "region" in the file vs.vcm .

It provides procedures for working with the data base.

Three components getprm, c2fnclib and fur2tran are common for KC and VS.

4,4 Input data description.

The input data for the program KC are the physical, numerical and control

parameters contained in the file kcprm.ini and the parameters defining the quantity of

the probe particles and phase space regions from which these particles are

coilected.These parameters are contained in the file trace.trc .Below the parameters list

and their meaning are presented.

The file kcprm.ini:

varident identificator of the calculated case (length<=12 symbols)

iimtime the maximal CPU time in the minutes

tau the time step

tmax the maximum physical time

EOx x-amplitude of the external pumping field

EOy y-amplitude of the external pumping field

omO the frequency of the external pumping field

psi the phase of the external pumping field

q the ratio of plasma frequency to cyclotron frequency for the 1 st

species of particles (electrons).

nprimgr the number of the primary particle groups

ntracegr the number of the particle groups for the tracing

tautrace the time step for the tracing

npart the number of the particles in the each primary group

ee the phone charge

e the charge of the particles of the each group

m the masses of the particles of the each group

T01 the initial temperature of the first particle species

T02 the initial temperature of the second particle species
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TOe the phone temperature
VOlx the initial x-velocity of the first species of particles
VOly the initial y-velocity of the first species of particles
V02x the initial x-velocity of the second species of particles
V02y the initial y-velocity of the second species of particles
Vulx the amplitude of the x-velocity perturbation for the first particle

species
Vuly the amplitude of the y-velocity perturbation for the first particle

species
Vu2x the amplitude of the x-velocity perturbation for the second particle

species
Vu2y the amplitude of the y-velocity perturbation for the second particle

species
lx x-size of the spatial region
ly y-size of the spatial region
nx the number of the meshpoints in the x-direction
ny the number of the meshpoints in the y-direction
ax x-size of the macroparticles
ay y-size of the macroparticles
tbegpot the start time for saving of the potential
tsteppot the time step of saving of the potential
tbegftpot the start time for saving of the potential Fourier transform
tstepftpot the time step of saving of the potential Fourier transform
npotharm the numbers of the Fourier harmonics for the each direction
tbegfds the start time for the formation of the velocity distribution function

tstepfds the time step for the formation of the velocity distribution function
nfv the number of the meshpoints in the each direction for the one-

dimensional distribution functions
umaxfv the maximum value of the velocity for the velocity distribution

functions
nfvm the number of the meshpoints for the distribution, functions over

velocity module
umaxfvm the upper velocity module for the distribution functions over velocity

module
tbegpln the start time for the formation of the phase planes
tsteppln the time step of the formation of the phase planes
nplx the number of the meshpoints in the each x-direction for the phase

planes
nplv the number of the meshpoints in the each v-direction of the phase
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planes
umax the maximal velocity value in the each direction for the phase

planes
packpln pack-flag for the each group of particles (0 - no packing)
nplnxx number of the xx-phase planes for the each group of particles
plistxx list of the xx-phase planes for the each group of particles
nplnvv number of the vv-phase planes for the each group of particles
plistvv list of the vv-phase planes for the each group of particles
nplnxv number of the xv-phase planes for the each group of particles
plistxv list of the xv-phase planes for the each group of particles
elbegr parameter of the charge phone
difoper the parameter of the difference operator
nxgen the number of the meshpoints in the x-direction for the generator
nygen the number of the meshpoints in the y-direction for the generator
PrtlnBlk the size of the memory blocks
nfcpt the number of the check points
tbegcpt the starting time for saving of the check points
tstepcpt the time step of saving of the check points

The file trace.ini:

nsubgroup - the number of subgroup of the probe particles;
sgrnpart - the number of the probe particles in the subgroup;
sgrbounds - sets low and upper boundary for each coordinate and velocity
direction.

The input data for the program VS are the parameters from the file kcprm.ini,
the data that have been formed during KC execution in the files resultich, diagn.cat,
diagn.dgn. Each record in the data base diagn.dgn has the next attributes: physical
time, record name, record type and presentation type.

The data record name formation rules are the next (the denotations are the same
as in the section 4.3):

phase plane name - pln<Ns>xx<Nx 1 xNx2>
or pln<Ns>xv<Nx><Nv>
or pln<Ns>vv<Nvl><Nv2>

distribution function name - fds<Ns>v_<Nv>
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distribution function over
velocity modul name - fds<Ns>vm

potential record name - potentia

The next attributes are defined as follows.

The type of the record :
fds - distribution function,
pin - phase plane,
pot - potential record,
FT2 - Fourier transform of the potential.

The presentation type:
src - no packed record,
fbe - packed record.

The program VS is controlled by the file vs.cmd that contains the list of the
commands. The commands can have own parameters. General format of the command
is
<command name>
<parameter name>=<parameter value>

The command lists, their meaning and parameters are presented below

name action
input sets input data base

output sets output data base

parameters

cat
dgn

status

cat
dgn

comments

catalogue file name
data base name

new - create new base
old - open existing base
catalogue file name
data base name
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range sets the restriction for data
base records (defines what namerec
records will be processed by typerec
the next commands) typepres

t
tmin
tmax
tstep

fit
fltmin
fltmax
fltstep

catprint prints the catalogue of the
data base

copy copies the records from input
to output data base

ichprint forms the text files result.txe

and balance.txe
print forms the text files with the

distribution functions and
phase planes

ftform forms the Fourier transform nkl
of the potential records and nk2
outputs them to output data

base

frame calculates the time nklnim
dependency of spatial nkl max

Fourier harmonics and forms nk2min
files fur2tmod.txe with nk2max
modules and fur2tfaz.txe
with phases of the harmonics

ftgraf shows the graphic
presentation of the spatial
Fourier harmonics

end exit

record name, record type and record
presentation respectively (the wild
cards * and ? can be used )

time value
minimum time value
maximum time value
time step value

if these parameters is 0 the
corresponding value of t, tmin, tmax
or tstep is not used, otherwise (=1)
corresponding value is used for the
restriction setting

the number of the harmonics saved
for each spatial direction

minimum and maximum numbers of
the harmonics saved for each spatial
direction

for PC only
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4.5 Output data description.

As it was noted in the section 4.3 the program VS can form large amounts of the
output text files. The general format of these files is described in the following: If the
file contains one-dimensional dependence then the first column is the argument, the
second column defines the function values. If the file containes several functions of
one argument then the first column defines the argument values and the next column
define the value of corresponding functions. The file for two-dimensional function has
three columns: the first argument values, the second argument values and the function
values. The numbers in one line are separated by blank or coma.
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